FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (March 7, 2016): The Focus on Flowers
FLORAbundance by Holly Gordon and Floral Bouquet by Gallery Artists
Exhibition: May 4-28, 2016
Reception: Saturday, May 7, 2016 from 5 -7 pm
Admission: Free-Public Invited
Allergy sufferers…no worries…and sunscreen…not needed! Come and stroll
with us through this glorious gallery garden of photographic delight.
fotofoto Gallery, the oldest fine art photography collective on Long Island, is
in full bloom for the month of May. Two complementary exhibitions with The
Focus on Flowers celebrate the glory of Spring’s rebirth and renewal.
Gardens have universal appeal as they offer sustenance for the table, the
vase and the soul. Be dazzled and delighted by the photography. Chat with
the artists and discover insights into how they see and create. You may even
return home with renewed excitement to grab your spade and your camera!
For solo exhibiting artist Holly Gordon, gardens throughout the world present
her with infinite palettes of color. The digital darkroom has expanded the
fluidity of her work as well as her innovative universe. FLORAbundance
combines her creativity as both painter and photographer. Although she
stopped painting with a brush twenty years ago, the two mediums are reunited
through lens and technology.
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Complementing FLORAbundance is Floral Bouquet, a group show by
individual gallery artists that provide a veritable garden of photographic delight.
Among the exhibiting artists are Patricia Beary, Sandra Carrion, Lawrence
Chatterton, Patricia Colombraro, Susan Dooley, Rosalie Frost, Andrea M.
Gordon, Kristin Holcomb, Seth Kalmowitz and Lois Youmans. Compare and
contrast the creative diversity of all the fotofoto gallery artists, the unique
inspiration and perceptions presented in this Floral Bouquet of fine art
photography. Both exhibitions…fresh, vibrant and poignant…will arouse your
senses and sensibilities…and perhaps change the way you look at your garden!
Background: Holly Gordon is a working photographer coming from a fine arts
background, and holds a Master's Degree from New York University. She is a
member of fotofoto Gallery in Huntington as well as Huntington Arts Council,
Patchogue Arts Council and Long Island Photo Gallery in Islip, NY. Exhibited
widely, including the American Museum of Natural History in NYC, The
Heckscher Museum of Art, Studio 5404, Ripe Art, Patchogue Artspace and
Denise Bibro Fine Art in Chelsea, Manhattan, her work has also appeared in
published form in The New York Times, Shutterbug Magazine, National Wildlife
Magazine, New York Newsday, Long Island Pulse, The Village Connection and
dozens of other media channels. Kodak showcased her work on their
professional site.
Background: fotofoto gallery was founded in October 2003 by a group of
Long Island-based photographers desiring to promote experimental and
traditional photographic processes and visions. In 2012 fotofoto was awarded
status as a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization whose purpose is to conduct a
cooperative photographic gallery dedicated to the enouragement of the artistic
development of photographers without limit to subject matter or technique to
serve both its members and the public by organizing exhibitions, lectures,
critiques, demonstrations, seminars and instruction; and by the sharing of
experiences both at our location and at locations outside our physical space.
Interested photographers are always invited and encouraged to submit their
portfolios and various levels of membership are available.
Holly Gordon, press coordinator for this exhibit, can be contacted for additional
information and hi-res images. Additional images are also available.
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Holly Gordon 631.666.8841(t) 631.835.0697(m)
holly@hollygordonphotographer.com
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